
Create Now !

An exploration of the work of the playwright Fabrice Melquiot through theatre and visual  

arts

Call for project

The French association Eh bien, créez maintenant ! wants to launch a call for project that 

concerns young artists and students from Bosnia and other ex- Yugoslavian countries. 

The aim is to organise a cultural happening on the Bosnian war, in an uncommon way : 

the starting point of the event is the work of the French playwright Fabrice Melquiot on 

the Bosnian war, embodied in the two theatre plays Kids and The Devil on all sides (Le  

Diable en partage). In these plays, it is matter of the survival of Yugoslavian citizens in 

wartime : two lovers who have to face the horrors of the war, the rift between families 

and the disagreements on the religious question (The Devil on all sides) ; young orphans 

who are learning to live together and are wondering what would be their future after the 

war (Kids).

We want to propose to young artists to work on a play as a source of inspiration for their 

works.  Our  plans  are  to  create  an  encounter  between  theatre  performances  and  an 

exhibition of visual arts (photo, video) based on the outline of the plays. Every exhibit  

has to be made by young artists from ex-Yugoslavian countries and theatre performances 

would be from French companies. Our goal is to promote the work of young artists on 

this European conflict.

The exhibits will  be selected by an independent jury of professors.  The pieces of art  

selected will be exhibited during the event in Paris in a cultural place by autumn 2012, 

and the exhibition might be presented in Bosnia afterward.

The works must be realized according to the features that follow :

• to be inspired by the plays of Fabrice Melquiot, particularly from The Devil on all  

sides  which  has  been  translated  into  English,  or  at  least  from the  underlying 

themes of the play : how to survive during war when we are in love/young/away 

from our family ;  inter-  ethnic and inter-  confessional  conflicts ;  how to build 

peace and imagine a future...

• backup material : photo or video

• the works have to be sent by email in RGB or CMYK file, or on a DVD for the 

video works (viewing format : multizone DVD player)

Working material :

• The text of The Devil on all sides

• The text of Kids and Le Diable en partage in French can be sent on request 



Participation is free and reserved to the students or young artists from ex-Yugoslavian 

countries only. Every attendee will be informed of the exhibits selected within the month 

that follows the sending deadline.
Sending deadline : August 31th, 2012

If you want to participate, you have to send us a mail before March 31th, 2012 so that 
we can send you the application form and the settlement.

Eh bien, créez maintenant !
c/o Elsa Passavy
76, rue Charlot
F-75003 Paris eh  .bien.creez.maintenant@gmail.com   
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